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DCA 2016 President Dale Anderson
Reflections from 2016 DCA outgoing president

2017 Mid Year Meeting Went Out With a Bang
Richardson, Texas – Over 250 valued DCA industry
partners and family members gathered at Fairmont Le
Château Frontenac in Quebec City, Canada, July 19-23
for the 2017 Mid Year Meeting. Members joined together
to attend the business session, committee meetings and
enjoy many varied social activities.
To kick off the event, DCA members and families were
treated to a Quebec style street festival with musicians,
acrobats, jugglers and plenty of great food and refreshments.
On Thursday morning, a group breakfast was held with
Jon Wee and Owen Morse of “The Passing Zone.” Jon and
Owen are master jugglers and DCA members were in for
a treat when DCA president Dale Mykyte and DCA Vice
President Jay Osborn joined them on stage.
Directly following the group breakfast, the Town Hall
with Executive Vice President Rob Darden was held and
the Government Relations committee met to discuss
issues and challenges facing the industry.
Thursday evening, DCA members headed to Manoir
Montmorency for a step back in time to the 18th century
summer residence of Prince Edward, Duke of Kent and
father of Queen Victoria. Attendees were able to stroll the
grounds and view the 275-foot falls on the Montmorency
River followed by a fabulous dinner with an 18th century
flair.
On Friday and Saturday the remaining working
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committees met including, Membership, S afety/Risk
Management, HDD and Workforce Development.
For a summary of the committee meetings including
the Board of Directors and Leadership Council meetings,
please see page 10.
Attendees could choose from several exciting off-site
activities such as a Walking Tour of Old Quebec City, Visit
of the Citadelle & Governor’s Residence, Canyoning,
Quebec City Food Tour, Zip-line & Ferrata, St. Lawrence
River Cruise, Flavor Trail of the Island of Orleans, Bicycle
Ride on the South Shore and a Golf Outing.
The Closing dinner on Saturday night was a fun filled
evening at Musée de la Civilization followed by drinks
and desserts on two Tall Ships and a spectacular fireworks
display over the St. Lawrence River.
Registration is open for the DCA Fall Meeting being
held October 23 – 25, 2017, at the Four Seasons in
Houston, Texas. Register online at www.dcaweb.org.
Next year’s Convention will be held February
25 - March 2, 2018 at the Monarch Beach Resort in
Dana Point, California and the 2018 Mid Year Meeting
will be held July 18-22, at Tenaya Lodge Yosemite in
Fish Camp, California.
For photo highlights of this year’s Mid Year Meeting
please see pages 5-9 or visit the DCA web site at 
www.dcaweb.org. s
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Committee News
July 19-23, 2017 Meetings

Board of Directors
The 2017 DCA Board of Directors met Wednesday, July
19 at the Fairmont Le Chateau Frontenac in Quebec
City, Quebec. Board members approved the 2016
audit report and the Nemacolin Woodlands Resort in
Farmington, Pennsylvania as the sight of the July 16-20,
2019 Mid Year Meeting. The Hotel Monteleone in New
Orleans was announced as the sight of the March 26-28,
2018 Safety Congress. The 2018 DCA & AGA Workshop
will be April 10-12 at the Four Seasons in Chicago. Board
members also discussed workforce development efforts.
DCA will focus on branding, awareness and recruitment.
Education and training will be secondary as much of
that is provided by member companies and unions.
An update on DCA’s workforce efforts will be provided at the Fall Meeting, October 25 at the Four Seasons
in Houston. The Board of Directors also received an
Operator Qualification (OQ) Task Force update and an
outline for a portable OQ program.

Leadership Council
The Leadership Council also met Wednesday, July
19. The council reviewed actions of the DCA Board of
Directors from their earlier meeting. DCA working committee chairmen each gave a brief outline of the topics
their committee would be discussing in their individual
meetings. The Leadership Council is made up of the
elected chairs and vice chairs of each of the committees, the president and vice president of the board
and the executive vice president. The purpose of the
Leadership Council is to coordinate the strategic direction of the DCA, as directed by the Board of Directors.
Membership Committee
The focus of the Friday, July 21 Membership Committee
meeting was reviewing the list of inactive contractors.
The commitee noted the list had decreased since the
February meeting and several inactive members
attended the February convention and the July meeting.

The committee also reviewed the membership report
presented to the DCA Board of Directors. It was noted
that since the February committee meeting, two new
contractor members and five new associate members
had joined the DCA. Three contractor members and
four associate members had dropped their membership.
Membership totals were listed as 74 contractor members and 135 associate members. The charge of the
Membership Committee is to actively solicit and evaluate
potential DCA members and make recommendations on
member programs and awards to help recruit and retain
members in the association. Woody Ferrell of Kirby-Smith
Machinery and Dustin Mykyte of Pe Ben USA serve as
co-chairmen of the committee.
Safety/Risk Management Committee
The Safety/Risk Management Committee also met on
Friday, July 21 at the Fairmont Le Chateau Frontenac in
Quebec City. Committee members were treated to two
guest speakers. Cody Mecham of McLaughlin Group presented on Truck Vacuum Excavators, the Sleeping Giant.
Doug Giesinger of Caterpillar presented on the topic of
Safety Culture Improvement Through Leadership Training.
It was noted that the 2017 Safety Congress had almost 60
attendees. The 2018 Safety Congress will be held March
26-28 at the Hotel Monteleone in New Orleans. Chairman
Tom Clapper announced that he would be stepping
down and Kevin Parker would become the new chairman of the committee. Dana Heieie would become the
vice chairman. Tom was thanked for his 3 years of service
as chairman. The charge of the Safety/Risk Management
Committee is to review all information concerning safety
in the industry and safe job-site practices. The committee
also has oversight for the Arthur T. Everham Safety Award
and the Annual Safety Congress. Kevin Parker serves
as chairman and Dana Heieie of Southeast Directional
Drilling is the vice chairman of the committee.
HDD Committee
Attendees of the HDD Committee meeting reviewed and
received updates on several items at their July meeting. The committee discussed the challenges of HDD
including promotion of HDD vs. other trenchless methods.
“Drilling” is a headline grabber and media outlets sometimes do not differentiate between good HDD and other
methods. Members discussed putting together a fact
sheet on what HDD means. Dave Wisniewski of Vermeer
Corp. announced that he will be on a future episode of
CONEXPO-CONAGG Radio. The link will be emailed to
committee members and will also be available on the
DCA web site. Committee members discussed developing a panel for UCT, January 30 – February 1 in New

Orleans and repeating it at the DCA and AGA Workshop,
April 10-12 in Chicago. Anyone interested in participating
was encouraged to contact Jon Heinen or Dan Carson.
The committee also discussed the HDD Academy and
noted that the 2018 event will be February 22-23 in
Tempe, Arizona. Eben Wyman of Wyman & Associates
updated the committee and reported that elements that
support DCA’s cross bore initiative are still in the works
and progress on the effort continues. The charge of the
HDD committee is to support safety, training, technical
developments and voluntary operational guides that sustain professional practices and contractors in HDD. The
chairman of the committee is Jon Heinen of Right Turn
Supply and the vice chairman is Dan Carson of Carson
Corporation.
Government Relations Committee
The Government Relations Committee received an
update on several items that included: Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) nominees, the April DCA
Washington DC Fly-in, Pipeline Permitting legislation, the
21st Century Energy & Manufacturing Workforce and the
Gold Shovel Standard (GSS). FERC Nominees: The lack
of a quorum at FERC continues to hold up important
pipeline projects from getting off the ground. DCA
joined 25 other associations and unions on a letter to
Senate leadership encouraging the Senate to move as
soon as possible. April Washington DC Fly-in: The “fly-in”
team visited the House Transportation & Infrastructure, the
Energy & Commerce and Natural Resources committees
to discuss DCA’s legislative agenda that includes pipeline
permitting reform and workforce capacity challenges. A
Fall Fly-in is planned for September or October. Pipeline
permitting Legislation: DCA is working on two bills – HR
2910 that would streamline the natural gas permitting
process and HR 2883 that replace the presidential
approval requirement needed before constructing a
pipeline. 21st Century Energy & Manufacturing Workforce:
There is new legislation intended to support the energy
and manufacturing industries address their workforce
challenges. GSS: Miller Pipeline will serve on the GSS
Board of Directors to try to improve the program. DCA
will draft a statement of what contractors need to
see to buy into the GSS approach. The charge of the
Government Relations Committee is to target specific
regulatory and legislative items and report their findings
through the following publications: DCA Insights, DCA
News and the DCA web site. The chairmen of the
committee are Steve Dockendorf of NPL and Dave
Wisniewski of Vermeer Corporation.

(continued on pg.12)
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Workforce Development Committee
The Workforce Development Committee met Saturday,
July 22 in Quebec City. Committee members received
a brief update on the history of the committee and the
direction that the DCA Board of Directors would like it to
take. In the next few months the committee will explore
working with Jason Dorsey of The Center for Generational
Kinetics and SkillsUSA. The June SkillsUSA annual conference in Louisville attracted 400,000 young adults from
4,000 schools in 130 industries. Rob Darden emphasized
that DCA and the pipeline industry needs to be involved
in SkillsUSA since this is such a large representation of the
young people we are looking to employ. The committee
determined several action items that need to be completed at the October meeting that include: reworking
the mission statement and the committee vision and
goals.

The Workforce Development Committee’s charge is to
develop, coordinate and implement a strategy that supports the resources needed to promote our industry as a
career. Using the vast knowledge and leadership of the
DCA membership, the committee will work with national
and local entities and industry professionals to expand
the workforce needed to sustain and grow DCA member
businesses. Loren Brace of InfraSource, Randy Rupp of
Ditch Witch and Grant Gochenauer of Great Western
Services (Utility Line Services) are the vice-chairmen of
the committee. Members interested in participating on
the committee should contact the DCA office.
The next board of director and committee meetings
will be in conjunction with the 2017 DCA Fall Meeting,
October 23-25, at the Four Seasons in downtown
Houston. s

2018 Annual Convention
February 25 - March 2, 2018
Monarch Beach Resort
Dana Point, California
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Safety News
Responding to Heat Stroke,
Heat Exhaustion

Heat stroke and heat exhaustion are the two most dangerous heat-related illnesses, according to OSHA.
The body cools itself naturally by sweating, but when
heat and humidity are high, sweating may not be sufficient. This is when problems occur.
Body temperature can rise to dangerous levels, OSHA
states, if actions such as drinking water or resting in a
shaded area or an air-conditioned room aren’t taken
to cool down. Employees at risk for heat-related illnesses
include outdoor workers (although certain indoor jobs
can be hot enough to result in a heat-related illness),
workers performing heavy tasks and workers wearing
bulky protective equipment.
Heat exhaustion occurs when a body responds to loss
of water and salt due to excessive sweating. Symptoms
include headache, nausea, dizziness, weakness, irritability
and thirst. If you believe a co-worker is experiencing heat
exhaustion, have the person lie down in a cool, shaded
area and provide plenty of water to drink. You also can
cool the worker with ice packs or cold compresses.
Take the worker to the emergency room if symptoms
don’t improve – or worsen – within an hour.

Heat stroke occurs when the body can’t regulate its
core temperature and stops sweating, leaving it unable
to rid itself of excess heat. It can lead to death, so heat
stroke should be considered a medical emergency. Signs
of heat stroke include fainting, confusion, seizures, hot
and dry skin, and a high body temperature. Call 911 if
you suspect heat stroke.
While waiting for emergency medical responders,
OSHA recommends the following actions:
• Ensure the affected worker is in a cool and shaded
area.
• Give the worker water as soon as possible.
• Loosen his or her clothing and remove outer clothing.
• Fan air on the worker and place cold packs in his or
her armpits.
• Place cool water, ice packs, cool compresses or ice
on the worker.
• Stay with the worker until help arrives.
For more information visit www.osha.gov. s
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REGISTRATION IS OPEN FOR THE FALL MEETING!
October 23-25, 2017
The Four Seasons Hotel, Houston, Texas
Register online at www.dcaweb.org
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Industry News
FERC Nominees Confirmed,
May End Project-Approval Logjam

Bloomberg – The main U.S. energy regulator can get back
to the business of approving multibillion-dollar natural gas
pipelines after the Senate moved to fill two of four vacancies at the long-crippled agency.
Senators recently confirmed the nominations to the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) of Robert
Powelson, former chairman of the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, and Neil Chatterjee, a senior aide to Senate
Majority Leader Mitch McConnell.
With their appointments, the five-seat panel regains the
quorum it needs to approve liquefied natural gas export
terminals, clear natural gas pipelines and issue rules governing wholesale power markets. FERC was without a quorum
for six months, a stalemate that potentially slowed $50 billion of energy ventures under consideration by the agency.

“We aren’t counting our chickens yet, but the approvals would certainly be a net positive for midstream industry
growth, and, ultimately, for producers and consumers of natural gas,” said Ethan Bellamy, a managing director at Robert
W. Baird & Co. in Denver.
The most pressing matter facing the new commissioners
is the approval of the $2 billion Nexus pipeline that was
expected to start moving natural gas by November from
Ohio to Ontario. The slow pace of filling FERC vacancies has
forced Nexus developers DTE Energy Co. and Enbridge Inc.’s
Spectra Energy to push their in-service date to sometime in
2018, DTE Chief Executive Officer Gerry Anderson said on a
July earnings call. The project still awaits FERC’s permission
to start construction, which could take up to 10 months to
complete.
At least five other natural gas pipelines worth at least $10
billion are also awaiting FERC permits while facing increasingly narrow construction windows.
Projects such as Dominion Energy Inc.’s $4.5 billion Atlantic
Coast pipeline and the $3.5 billion Mountain Valley pipeline
to be operated by EQT Corp. are aiming to start construction
this year, before environmental rules protecting bird migration and animal roosting kick in during the spring. Together,
the two lines would deliver enough gas to heat 62,000 homes
through the winter, according to estimates from the Energy
Information Administration.
Other pressing projects in FERC’s pipeline include
TransCanada Corp.’s $2 billion Mountaineer Xpress and Gulf
Xpress pipelines, which received their final environmental
reviews in July, and the $1 billion PennEast pipeline. PennEast
Pipeline Co. developers including AGL Resources Service
Co., Public Service Enterprise Group and Spectra Energy
Partners hoped to receive federal approval this year to start
construction in 2018.
The appointment of new commissioners doesn’t
necessarily mean those projects’ permits will move quickly,
however. On average, it takes 30 days for new commissioners
to issue a project permit after being confirmed, and about 12
days after taking office, according to a note by FBR Capital
Markets & Co.
Powelson and Chatterjee will join acting Chairman Cheryl
LaFleur, the lone commissioner on the five-seat panel, and
will begin working through a massive backlog.
For the past six months, FERC has been unable to approve
new hydropower plants, rule on contested utility mergers, or
finalize settlement agreements in market-manipulation cases.
A proposed rule on commercial-battery storage has been
on hold, as is a decision on adjusting FERC’s disputed income
tax allowance policy for master limited partnership pipelines.
The commission also is waiting for the appointment of two
additional members.
President Donald Trump has nominated Kevin McIntyre as
the new Republican chairman, replacing Lafleur, a Democrat. Senior Senate staffer Richard Glick has been nominated
to fill the last remaining Democratic seat on the panel.
Both nominees are scheduled to testify Sept. 7 before the
Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, which
would bring them a step closer to being confirmed. s
July/August 2017
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Industrial Training Services Partners
with Kentucky Schools to Pioneer
Natural Gas Recruiting Programs
By: Bonnie Clymer, Industrial Training Services

Today’s natural gas Industry is facing a challenging
problem. As the pipeline industry continues to grow and
create more jobs in the U.S., it also creates a unique side
effect — worker shortage.
In addition to new jobs being created, there are also
vacancies created by a large number of retiring baby
boomers. Many of these job openings require a diverse
skill set and demanding work ethic. However, solutions
are being put into place by industry associations, local
community leaders, natural gas companies, educators,
and Industrial Training Services (ITS) to recruit and retain
the next generation of pipeline workers.
Unfortunately, there are not many people in the unemployment line that readily have the knowledge or experience to fill these job vacancies; therefore, there is a gap
in qualified worker availability. Furthermore, the future
potential workers are not always aware of the career
opportunities available in the Natural Gas Industry as an
alternative to an expensive four-year college degree.
As baby boomers retire, they take their knowledge
and experience with them leaving a huge void for the
industry to fill. However, many retirees are transitioning
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into new roles as trainers or consultants within the industry, because safety is important to them. The responsible
baby boomers want to leave the pipeline industry in
qualified hands with the next generation of pipeline workers. This is the first step to ensure our infrastructure is protected going forward, the sharing of knowledge passed
down from one generation to the next.
Another approach to solving this problem is through
shared campaigns. Associations such as the Distribution
Contractors Association are launching workforce development committees and programs as a combined effort.
In fact, the DCA launched a multi-industry coalition in
2015 to address the issue with their campaign, “Who Will
Do the Work?”
A new innovative approach to reaching new talent is through efforts between ITS, community colleges,
technical schools, and high schools. These educational
institutions are beginning to develop programs using
industry specific curriculum to attract and recruit younger
workers into the industry. Through dual credit classes or
certificates of completion, these programs give students
hands-on experience through classroom and laboratory

settings while they are still in high school. These courses
introduce them to the challenges and rewards that the
industry provides to help them make an informed choice if
they decide on the natural gas career path. It also gives
them a leg up on the competition in the job application
process.
In 2003, ITS first partnered with Kentucky Community
and Technical College System (KCTC) to offer Natural
Gas Technology classes to their students. West Kentucky
Community & Technical College (WKCTC) in Paducah, KY
was the first school to use ITS curriculum compliant with
DOT 192 & 195 regulations. This allowed workers in the
gas industry to obtain higher education credits while also
receiving industry recognized task-specific training relevant to their job duties.
In 2013, ITS teamed with Pulaski County Area
Technology Center (PCATC) in Somerset, Kentucky to offer
the Natural Gas Technician Program at the high school
level. Three Kentucky high schools currently participate
in the program including Pulaski County High School, City
of Somerset High School, and Southwestern High School.
These programs offer basic natural gas courses to introduce high school students to the field.
Program Instructor, Chris Cross, says that the typical
class size ranges from 12-15 students and is primarily male;
however, the first student to complete the program was
actually female.
PCATC has had 252 high school students sign up for the
program during the last four years. When asked how the
program began, Cross said that Jason Garland from ITS
and Matt Tackett from Kentucky Gas Association (KGA)
were instrumental in launching this program. Cross also
mentioned support from the City of Somerset as well as
a regional contracting company, Martin Contracting, in
Richmond, KY. With their financial donations, the PCATC
was able to acquire the curriculum to train and test the
students. The mayor of Somerset had identified the need
for the program when he personally found difficulty hiring
qualified personnel for the City of Somerset. He has since
hired students who successfully completed the program.
ITS provides approved curriculum to PCATC’s Natural
Gas Technician Program and students receive ITS certification upon completion. ITS has been pioneering consistent
and documented training for the pipeline industry since
1977 when ITS founder, Paul Lyons, PHD, developed the
first standardized program for gas companies in Kentucky.
However, this curriculum was new territory for high school
students. It was no surprise when this new educational
program was introduced at PCATC, it was recognized as
being the first of its kind in Kentucky’s Secondary education sector and the most comprehensive program at the
high school level in the nation.
Cross has personally witnessed students obtain employment in the industry immediately after completing the pro-

gram. He remembers two students in particular obtaining
employment through two local organizations that were
vital to the success of the program during its inception.
It is no surprise since the PCATC’s Lab was specifically
designed to give students hands-on training combined
with a high exam pass rate providing an excellent jump
start for prospects obtaining employment in the industry.
With the increasing demand for qualified workers, it is
important to start reaching recruits as early as high school
to ensure the pipeline industry’s infrastructure is safeguarded by qualified personnel. When asked about giving
advice to students thinking about a career in the natural
gas industry, Cross says, “Be willing to learn and always
work hard.” In an industry that is always changing to
meet the latest safety regulations, this simple advice may
be the most important aspect of the job. A strong work
ethic is mandatory.
Cross hopes to obtain future funding at the state level
to continue to see the program expand. He would like to
see the students have access to the ITS online courses and
exams in addition to the paper exams they currently use.
Currently, program funding limits the type of curriculum
they can purchase. If you would like more information
about the program or would like to offer support, contact
Pulaski County Area Technology Center by phone (606)
678-2998, or by mail 3865 Old Hwy 27, STE 101, Somerset,
KY 42501.
When asked about non-traditional students attending the program, Cross mentioned Somerset Community
College’s Workforce Development Program. Somerset
Community College is part of Kentucky’s Community &
Technical College System. They also offer a Gas Service
Technician Certificate through Workforce Solutions at
the PCATC. According to Alesa Johnson, Chief Officer
Workforce Solutions, they have yet to see much interest
at the community college level. They hope to see those
numbers increase with a new natural gas industry planning
to locate in Somerset in the near future. If you are interested in attending a program or learning more information,
please contact Johnson at 606-451-6693.
If you would like to learn more information about Natural
Gas, Propane, or Hazardous Liquids training or Operator
Qualifications, please contact Industrial Training Services,
Inc. at 270-753-2150 or visit www.ITS-Training.com. s
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PLAY!
COME OUT AND

ICUEE 2017 | Louisville, Kentucky | October 3-5

There’s only one place you can play with all the new toys in the construction and utility
industry before you buy them — ICUEE, North America’s Premier Utility Demo Expo.
Come get your hands dirty on our 2-mile outdoor test track. Or while exploring 25 acres
of exhibits. And learn about the newest technology at our indoor demo stage. Every other
year we gather over 950 of the leading manufacturers. So you can come play in our sandbox.

REGISTER AT ICUEE.COM BY AUGUST 25 TO RECEIVE 50% OFF.

Insights

Senate Approves FERC Nominees
At long last, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) can now proceed to vote on a backlog of key
natural gas pipeline projects, contested rate filings, and
enforcement actions now that its long-waited quorum
has been restored. On August 10th, Robert Powelson was
sworn in as a third commissioner, bringing the agency
back to a voting quorum, which has been lacking since
February. Powelson joins Neil Chatterjee, new FERC Chair,
who was sworn into on two days earlier. Commissioner
Cheryl LaFleur remains on as the sole democratic commissioner. Chatterjee, formerly a senior energy adviser to
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.), is serving out the remainder of a term that ends in June 2021.
Powelson, current president of the National Association
of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, will serve out the
remainder of a term that ends in June 2020.
At least three commissioners are required for the
agency to vote on key infrastructure filings and orders,
including natural gas pipelines and liquefied natural gas
pipelines. FERC unexpectedly lost its quorum in February
when former chair Norman Bay left prematurely. The lack
of a quorum left tens of billions of dollars’ worth of natural
gas pipeline projects in limbo, including the $5.5 billion
22
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Atlantic Coast Pipeline and the $2.1 billion Nexus pipeline.
For the past several months, DCA has worked as a
member of the Energy Equipment and Infrastructure
Alliance (EEIA) as well as the ad hoc “Energy
Infrastructure Coalition” to encourage the Senate to act.
In the weeks before, senators gave up hope on passing a
health care bill and leaving town, these coalitions turned
up the heat. In a letter to Senate Leadership, 26 national associations and unions made a strong case for the
Senate to move.
“FERC plays a critical role in ensuring that Americans
have access to safe, reliable, and affordable energy.
Regardless of the energy resource, moving energy safely
and efficiently to where it is needed requires a modern
and highly interconnected system. Innovation is driving
new opportunities. Projects bring an influx of investment
and jobs to all corners of the country. This means wages
are paid to local workers and money is spent in local
economies. While energy infrastructure development
delivers this opportunity locally, the impact resonates
across America. We ask you to schedule votes to confirm
new FERC commissioners to fill the existing vacancies as
soon as possible. Robust energy infrastructure creates

jobs, improves safety and spurs domestic investment, and
these benefits are placed in jeopardy when FERC seats
are left empty. Restoring a quorum at FERC is a bold step
toward a stronger future, and we ask that you do so as
quickly as possible.”
The Senate answered this call, and DCA was proud
to be part of the effort. Initiatives like this underscore the
power of solidarity among competitive industries working
together.
Pipeline Permitting Reform Measures Pass in the House
Only weeks after a team of DCA citizen lobbyists took
to Capitol Hill to push new pipeline permitting reform
legislation, the House passed the Promoting Interagency
Coordination for Review of Natural Gas Pipelines Act
(HR 2910) on July 19. The bill would strengthen the role of
FERC as the lead agency to approve natural gas projects
subject to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
and encourage concurrent review of permit applications
by the multiple federal and state agencies involved in
reviewing projects. The bill also calls for federal permits to
be approved no later than 90 days after FERC completes
its environmental reviews.
Permit reform legislation, which has been a DCA priority since kicking off its federal advocacy program, is
expected to bring greater certainty, accountability, and
transparency to the permitting process to authorize natural gas pipelines.
This year, DCA signed on multi-industry coalition letters
and sent its own letter in support of HR 2910. In our letter
to the House Leadership, DCA indicated that “many
parts of the country do not have the necessary pipeline
infrastructure to meet the rising demand – an appreciable number of pipeline projects must be approved to
achieve that capacity. The rising demand for expanded
natural gas distribution systems underscores the need for
expanded interstate transmission pipeline capacity in
order to deliver that energy to local markets,” and that
“Unfortunately, important pipeline projects are often
mired with extended reviews while acquiring federal and
state permits, grants of rights-of-way and approvals from
various federal, state and local agencies.” The House
passed HR 2910 on a 248-179 later that week. DCA is
now working with industry allies on encouraging introduction of companion legislation in the Senate, which
we hope will happen when lawmakers return from the
August recess.
Trump Executive Order to Speed Infrastructure
Construction
Reforming the permitting process has become popular on both sides of Pennsylvania Ave. On August 15th,
President Trump signed a new executive order (EO) to
improve the federal permitting process for construction
of transportation, water and other infrastructure projects
by establishing “one federal decision’’ for major projects
and setting an average two-year goal for permitting.
The EO allows the Office of Management and Budget to
establish goals for environmental reviews and permitting

of infrastructure projects and then track their progress.
Importantly, reviews are to put on a fast track to senior
agency officials when deadlines are missed or extended,
according to the order.
“This over-regulated permitting process is a massive
self-inflicted wound on our country,” Trump said at a press
conference announcing the order. “It’s disgraceful.”
The EO also revokes an earlier order signed by
President Obama that required projects with federal aid
located in flood plains take rising sea levels into account.
Trump has suggested the predicted risks from sea level
rise driven by climate change are overblown. Describing
the EO, Trump said projects will still be subjected to environmental safeguards. “It’s going to be quick, it’s going
to be a very streamlined process,” the president said.
“And by the way, if it doesn’t meet environmental safeguards, we’re not going to approve it. Very simple. We’re
not going to approve it.”
The construction industry has urged the president
to revoke the flood plain order because it was overly
bureaucratic and increased project costs. The Obama
order was especially burdensome because it didn’t standardize across the government how sea level rise was to
be taken into account, and DCA applauds the president
on the latest action to inject common sense into the permitting process.
PHMSA Study on Damage Prevention Technology
Supports DCA Priorities
DCA supported a provision in last year’s Protecting our
Infrastructure of Pipelines and Enhancing Safety (PIPES)
Act that required the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials
Safety Administration (PHMSA) to conduct a study on
improving existing damage prevention programs through
technological improvements. Specifically, the PIPES Act
directed PHMSA to identify methods to improve existing
damage prevention programs through location and
mapping practices or technologies; analyze increased
use of global positioning system (GPS), other digital mapping technologies, public awareness initiatives mobile
devices and other advanced technologies could help
reduce damages to underground facilities. The PIPES act
also required the study to look at methods to improve
excavation practices or technologies, and identify
opportunities for stakeholder engagement in preventing
excavation damage.
PHMSA called on the Common Ground Alliance
(CGA) to put together a report to be included as a
significant part of the mandated study. CGA in turn
established five teams to address each of the required
areas mandated by the PIPES Act. DCA staff and members contributed heavily to the CGA contribution to this
report. PHMSA also approached eight other industry
organizations for their input, including DCA.
DCA has long pushed for mandatory participation in
the one-call process because exempting any stakeholder
from the process only compromises safety and damage prevention. Municipal exemptions pose a unique
(continued on pg. 24)
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problem because of the enduring threat of cross bores
on unmarked sewer mains and lateral. DCA has encouraged policymakers at the federal and state level to do
what they can to require municipalities to belong to their
respective one-call center, thereby requiring them to
locate and mark their facilities. In response to PHMSA’s
request for information, DCA submitted a package of
materials, including DCA’s position paper on cross bore
mitigation, for PHMSA’s consideration. We’re pleased to
report that our materials were accepted in full as part of
the appendices of the study and PHMSA’s recommendations to Congress are absolutely consistent with DCA’s
position. The following is taken from the PHMSA report:
Exemptions in state laws. Removal of exemptions in state
laws to require all facility owners to be members of onecall systems and to locate and mark their underground
facilities. Such exemptions create gaps in safety. This is
particularly true when there is a threat of a “cross-bore,”
which occurs when an existing underground utility or
underground structure is intersected by a second utility. This can compromise the integrity of either or both
intersecting facilities, and has occurred numerous times
during installations of gas distribution lines using trenchless
technology.
Gas distribution lines have been installed through
cross-bores that penetrated unmarked underground
sewer lines. In these situations, the penetrating gas line
can be compromised if a sewer line clog occurs and
a “roto-rooter”-type machine is used to clear the clog.
The gas line can be cut or completely severed, and
the sewer line can provide a direct path for leaking
natural gas to migrate into one or more homes or other
structures. This can pose serious, life threatening consequences.
There are many programs and initiatives underway
to address legacy cross-bore issues. However, some
state one-call laws exempt municipalities (i.e., sewer line
operators) from the requirements to mark/locate sewer
lines. This can result in an increased possibility of sewer
line cross-bores. Requiring full participation in one-call
systems by all underground facility owners and operators
so that they are responsible for locating and marking
their facilities would significantly reduce the threat of any
new cross-bores occurring. Additionally, requiring that all
newly installed pipelines be locatable using electromagnetic equipment would further reduce the threat of pipeline damage resulting from cross-bores.

It’s important to note that the intent of mandating this
study was to identify ways to improve damage prevention programs through location and mapping practices
or technologies, something that DCA has pushed for
years in communications with Capitol Hill, conversations
with PHMSA, participation in the CGA, our workshops with
the American Gas Association, and other venues. The
PIPES Act required the PHMSA to make recommendations
on how to incorporate info existing damage prevention
programs, technological improvements and practices
that help prevent excavation damage. In addition to the
CGA contribution to the study, the PHMSA report presents
the following recommendations:
1. Development of collaboration/communication
tools that foster better communication between the
excavator and pipeline operator throughout the
excavation process.
2. Evaluation and implementation of predictive analytic
tools to identify and address high-risk excavations.
3. Improvement and implementation of GPS/GIS technologies in accurately locating and documenting the
location of underground facilities.
4. Require damage data reporting.
5. Promote universal participation in the one-call process.
6. Consider development of national standards for
certain state one-call requirements.
7. Implementation of the program started by PHMSA in
2016 of evaluating state damage prevention enforcement programs.
8. Pursuit of improvements in locating processes, technologies, and right-of-way monitoring technologies.
9. Promote the continued identification and implementation of the CGA and other damage prevention best
practices, including effective ways to communicate
and reach out to the public, and the education of
stakeholders toward the benefits thereof.
DCA would like to thank its members who participated
in the CGA contribution to this report, as well as members
who have worked on the association’s cross bore initiative. There is obviously much work left to be done, but this
report will have a long shelf life, and will significantly help
our efforts to encourage better locating and marking
on behalf of underground facility operators and reduce
municipal exemptions from the one-call and damage
prevention process. s

Washington, D.C. Fly-In, November 6 – 8, 2017
If You Are Interested in Attending, Contact Eben Wyman – More Details Will Follow

Eben M. Wyman
Principal
eben@wymanassociates.net
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Calendar
DCA & Industry Events
2017

2018

SEPTEMBER 20-23
Power & Communication
Contractors Association (PCCA)
Mid-Year Meeting
Bacara Resort & Spa
Santa Barbara, California
www.pccaweb.org

JANUARY 30 - FEBRUARY 1
Underground Construction Technology
International Conference & Exhibition (UCT)
Ernest N. Morial Convention Center
New Orleans, Louisiana
www.uctonline.com

SEPTEMBER 25-29
International Pipe Line & Offshore
Contractors Association
(IPLOCA) 2017 Convention
Hotel Camino Real Polanco
Mexico City, Mexico
www.iploca.com
OCTOBER 3-5
International Construction & Utility
Equipment Exposition (ICUEE)
Kentucky Exposition Center
Louisville, Kentucky
www.icuee.com
OCTOBER 23-25
DCA Fall Meeting
Four Seasons Hotel
Houston, Texas
www.dcaweb.org
NOVEMBER 6-8
DCA Washington Fly-In
Hotel TBA
Washington, D.C.
www.dcaweb.org
NOVEMBER 28-29
Risk Management in Underground Construction Course
Residence Inn Arlington Capital View
Washington, D.C.
www.undergroundriskmanagement.com

FEBRUARY 13-17
Pipe Line & Offshore Contractors Association
(PLCA) Convention
Grand Hyatt Kauai Resort and Spa
Koloa, Hawaii
www.plca.org
FEBRUARY 22-23
Horizontal Directional Drilling Academy
Sheraton Phoenix Airport Hotel
Tempe, Arizona
www.hddacademy.com
FEBRUARY 25 - MARCH 2
DCA Annual Convention
Monarch Beach Resort
Dana Point, California
www.dcaweb.org
MARCH 2-7
PCCA 73rd Annual Convention
Grand Hyatt Kauai Resort & Spa
Kauai, Hawaii
www.pccaweb.org
MARCH 26-28
DCA Safety Congress
Hotel Monteleone
New Orleans, Louisiana
www.dcaweb.org
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Member News
make dealing with the fluids a worry-free process when
the job is done.”
Right Turn Supply is a Houston, Texas based company
with additional offices in the Midwest. For more information on the company and products offered you can visit
www.rightturnsupply.com.

The HDD industry Making the ‘Right Turn’ For Their Supply
Needs
A new company has emerged to service the HDD industry with an emphasis on downhole consumables. “Right
Turn Supply was created to find and deliver the best
products in the market, giving our customers the greatest
chance at success,” says Patrick Robinson, co-owner of
Right Turn Supply. Robinson and partners, Jon Heinen and
Tim Hutton, have been involved in the HDD industry for
nearly a decade.
“We all come from a HDD or pipeline background,”
explains Heinen. “We’ve been manufacturer reps, product specialists, contractors, or account managers. These
different perspectives allow us to serve our customers in a
unique fashion.”
“Those customers, who we’ve been fortunate to serve,
have become more than just accounts. They’ve become
friends,” Hutton adds. “And we want the best for our
friends.”
When it comes to products, Right Turn Supply has
teamed up with Sharewell HDD, serving as their authorized agent and representing Sharewell’s entire line
of innovative products. “We are excited to work with
Sharewell and showcase their new Gemini hole opener
and PipeVac system,” says Robinson. “It was evident that
Sharewell has the most diverse group of products for our
customers.”
A focus area for Right Turn Supply will be drilling fluids,
additives and solidification products. Heinen explains,
“The lifeblood of any directional crossing is the drilling
fluid. Right Turn Supply will ensure that our customers have
the products they need to complete the crossings and

Cat, Ditch Witch Machines Visit White House as Trump
Promises ‘Made in America’ Revival
Caterpillar and Ditch Witch kicked off a special week at
the White House focusing on American manufacturing
with two of the largest examples of “Made in America”
goods the country has to offer.
Recently, the Trump administration held a “Made in
America product showcase,” inviting one manufacturer
from each of the 50 states to show off their wares. The
White House says the showcase was meant to honor
“the incredible workers and companies who make
‘Made in America’ the world standard for quality and
craftsmanship,” noting that “for too long our government
has forgotten the American workers.”
A Cat 966M wheel loader and a Ditch Witch JT20 horizontal directional drill were displayed alongside each
other on the South Lawn of the White House. Also representing the heavy equipment industry at the event was
Alabama’s Altec.
“Remember in the old days they used to have ‘Made
in the USA’, ‘Made in America? But made in the USA.
We’re going to start doing that again. We’re going to
put that brand on our product because it means it’s the
best,” President Trump said in remarks delivered from the
White House’s East Room. “…We want to build, create,

and grow more products in our country using American
labor, American goods, and American grit. When we
purchase products made in the USA, the profits stay
here, the revenue stays here, and the jobs—maybe most
importantly of all—they stay right here in the USA.”
Of the showcase and its exhibiting manufacturers the
President said, “I saw fire engines. I saw tractors from
Caterpillar. I saw some incredible machinery. Make it
right here. We thank you for being here. We’re honored
to showcase your creations. And I will say, they’ve really
taken on, and some of you have built names that I know
of for so long. And it’s—congratulations. Right? You in
particular. What a great job you’ve done. Thank you very
much.”
In his remarks, the President promised that manufacturers and trade workers could expect to “see a lot of things
happening over the next six months.”
“I want to make a pledge to each and every one of
you: No longer are we going to allow other countries to
break the rules, steal our jobs, and drain our wealth—and
it has been drained. It has been drained,” he said.
“And over the next short period of time, you’re going
to see things announced that you won’t even believe
for our country and for selling product in our country and
making product in our country, and things that are great
for American jobs. You’re going to be seeing that happening really quickly because we are totally set up, and
the hard part now is done. It is a long, horrible process,
but we’re going to also get rid of some of that process
for the future. But we’re going to stand up for our companies and, maybe most importantly, for our workers.”
The President pledged to “protect our workers, promote our industry” by “removing the burdens and regulations on your companies so that you can compete,
thrive, and grow.”
In a statement, Caterpillar CEO Jim Umpleby thanked
the President for the show of support for American manufacturing.
“Caterpillar is proud to represent Illinois and showcase
this wheel loader as just one example of the skill and
craftsmanship of our employees,” he said. “We appreciate the President’s dedication to manufacturing industries and the men and women who build and deliver
some of the finest products in the world. Caterpillar has
a substantial presence across the country—operations
in 19 states, approximately 70 facilities, a workforce of
48,500, the tremendous strength of the independent Cat
dealer network supporting customers in all 50 states and
a supplier base of more than 15,000 companies. We welcome the opportunity to continue working with the Trump
Administration on policies that will increase economic
growth.”
Ditch Witch president Dennis Wierzbicki said his company was “honored” to represent Oklahoma.
“Handcrafted in Perry, Oklahoma, Ditch Witch prod-

ucts are an important part of the history of American
industry,” Wierzbicki said. “We’re proud of the innovative
products we’ve contributed to the global underground
construction market and strive to continually evaluate
customer feedback to evolve our products to meet the
ever-changing needs of the industry.”

Loretta Rosenmayer

One Equity Partners Invests in INTREN, L.L.C.
Specialty utility contractor, INTREN, has announced that
One Equity Partners (OEP) has become a minority investor
in the company. OEP is a middle market private equity
firm focused on specialty contracting, industrial, healthcare, and technology markets worldwide.
“It is because of our customers, who have asked us to
continue that growth in order to meet their needs, that
we are very pleased to welcome OEP as investors,” said
INTREN President Lance Rosenmayer. “This partnership will
allow us to begin the next step of our nationwide growth
plan. Securing this investment demonstrates confidence
in INTREN and its ability to develop innovative solutions.”
INTREN has reshaped the power and utility landscape,
growing beyond the traditional business model. As a
leader in utility construction, the company has received
numerous awards, outpacing the industry with advancements in safety, customer service, and strategic decision
making. Commenting on the investment, Chief Executive
Officer Kelly Tomblin said: “This investment will accelerate
our company’s commercial growth, expand its expertise
and ensure we continue to offer the safest and most
effective solutions to our customers”.
Loretta Rosenmayer, founder and majority owner
of INTREN, will continue as Chairwoman of the Board.
Recently appointed CEO Kelly Tomblin joins the team to
support the development, growth and expansion of the
company.
“INTREN is a premier utility specialty contractor in the
U.S. with nearly three decades of experience working
with the nation’s largest utility providers,” said Andrew
Oliver, Managing Director of One Equity Partners. “As the
need for new transmission and distribution infrastructure
continues to grow, INTREN’s strong design, construction
(continued on pg. 28)
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and management capabilities will help utilities meet their
infrastructure needs.”
As a nationally certified Woman Business Enterprise
(WBE), INTREN has maintained its unwavering commitment
to women and minorities acting as a strong voice for
stewardship throughout the industry.
Stifel served as the exclusive financial advisor to INTREN
in the transaction and Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP
served as INTREN’s legal advisor and BDO USA, LLP as tax
advisors. Lincoln International and Dechert LLP served as
OEP’s finance and legal advisors.
Kelly Ayotte

Subsite Adds Camera Inspection Capabilities With RST
Acquisition
Subsite Electronics, a Charles Machine Works Company,
has acquired the assets of R.S. Technical Services Inc.
(RST), an innovator in the design and manufacture of
closed-circuit television remote inspection and monitoring
cameras. The deal adds proven camera inspection capabilities to Subsite’s robust line of “Underground Awareness”
solutions.
“This acquisition adds a significant offering for lining
contractors and municipalities in the rehab and replacement market, broadening our solutions in the life cycle
of the pipe,” said Rick Johnson, CEO of Charles Machine
Works. “It will also help support our current HDD customers,
who are diversifying into areas like cross bore inspection
work.”
RST camera systems feature single conductor technology, which accommodates all power feed and return
functions in a single cable. Past RST innovations include
the first true pan-tilt camera with tracking lights from a
U.S. manufacturer, the first steerable storm drain tractor or
large pipeline tractor, the first single conductor laser and
sonar profiling systems, and many more.
Subsite provides underground construction professionals a comprehensive suite of electronic products, including utility locators, horizontal directional drilling (HDD)
guidance equipment and equipment machine controls.

Former U.S. Senator Kelly Ayotte To Join Caterpillar Board
Of Directors
Caterpillar Inc. recently announced its board of directors
has elected Kelly Ayotte as a member effective immediately. Ayotte, 49, is a former U.S. senator representing New
Hampshire (2011-2017). She served as New Hampshire’s
first female attorney general (2004-2009) and, prior to
that, she was deputy attorney general and chief of the
Homicide Prosecution Unit in New Hampshire.
“During her career as a public servant, Kelly has
distinguished herself and has been widely recognized for
her independence and her ability to work collaboratively
across political lines to serve the best interests of her
constituents and her country. I look forward to working
with her on the board,” said Caterpillar Chairman Dave
Calhoun.
As a senator, Ayotte was a member of the Commerce
Committee, where she played a key role advocating for
policies and laws to support skills training for high-tech
manufacturing jobs and private-sector job creation. She
was also actively engaged in efforts to extend the ExportImport Bank, supporting U.S. companies as they compete
and export products around the world, and she fought for
smart tax reform that would make American companies
more competitive.
“Kelly brings significant government experience to our
board, which will be helpful for Caterpillar as we address
a wide range of public policy issues,” said CEO Jim
Umpleby.
Ayotte joins 13 other members on Caterpillar’s board
of directors and will be a member of the Public Policy &
Governance Committee of the board.

Mclaughlin Unveils Vision Underground Utility Locators
McLaughlin revealed a new line of underground utility
locators. The Vision locators combine proven McLaughlin

technologies to ensure accuracy with new features to
help contractors find underground utilities more efficiently.
The Vision product line includes three models: the LX for
utility contractors, the FLX2 with fault finding capabilities
for power companies and secondary power contractors,
and the premium GX2, designed with professional locators
in mind.
“Utility contractors face a crowded underground
infrastructure, unmarked utility lines and increasingly strict
regulations, which makes accurate, timely locating more
important than ever,” said Jeff Wage, vice president of
sales at McLaughlin. “With the addition of the Vision product line, McLaughlin has an underground utility locating
solution for everyone from the new utility contractor who is
just starting out to the professional One Call contractor.”

(continued on pg. 30)

Welcome New Contractor and Associate Members
CONTRACTOR MEMBERS

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Northern Clearing Inc.
28190 State Hwy. 137
Ashland, WI 54806
(715) 682-6646 Fax: (715) 682-9405
E-mail: dvernon@northernclearing.com

BEG Group LLC
61455 Greenbriar Drive
Cambridge, OH 43725
(740) 680-0343
E-mail: joe@greco.tc

www.northernclearing.com

www.thefacilitators.net

Daniel Vernon, Vice President of Operations
Mitch Putnam, Vice President of Pipeline Operations
Cassandra Van Vlack, Director of Marketing

Joe Greco, President, joe@greco.tc
Jay Elkin, Principal
Perry Burt, Principal, perryburt7@gmail.com
Ray Keller, National Sales Manager,
rkeller@rayvenllc.com

Pedero Pipe Support Systems USA LP
622 Superior Rd.
Magnolia, TX 77354
(713) 882-9441 Fax: (713) 489-1364
E-mail: info@pedero.com
www.pedero.com
Peter Ellis, President
Raul Rivera, Operations Manager;
raul@pedero.com
Pretec Directional Drilling LLC
3314 56th St.
Eau Claire, WI 54703
(715) 874-4510 Fax: (715) 874-4511

Right Turn Supply
P.O. Box 132016
Spring, TX 77393
(641) 230-0787
Email: jheinen@rightturnsupply.com
www.rightturnsupply.com
Jon Heinen, Owner/Partner; (641) 230-0787;
jheinen@rightturnsupply.com
Tim Hutton, Owner/Partner; (832) 798-5497;
thutton@rightturnsupply.com
Patrick Robinson, Owner/Partner; (641) 629-1528;
probinson@rightturnsupply.com

E-mail: bcolson@pretecdd.com
www.pretecdd.com
Bill Colson, General Manager
Carter Larson, Project Manager
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Kirby-Smith Announces Hiring
of David Marston as Product
Support Sales Manager
Kirby-Smith Machinery, Inc. has
announced the hiring of David
Marston as Product Support
Sales Manager. Marston will
manage product support sales
operations for all locations in
David Marston
Kirby-Smith’s territory, and be
responsible for growing revenues
from support related activities. He will also be responsible
for partnering with industry suppliers and engaging KirbySmith’s customer base to identify needs and ensure customer satisfaction.
Prior to Kirby-Smith, Marston worked for Holt Cat as the
Product Support Sales Manager for Mining Operations.
He joined Holt in 2011 as a Mining Account Manager,
and was responsible for sales, rentals, and product appli-

cations related to all lignite customers within his territory.
Marston has also served as a Product Sales Manager
and Application Engineer for Terex, as well as a Mining
Engineer for Lafarge Cement. Ready to hit the ground
running, Marston is excited about his group and the
challenges ahead. “I can tell we have a great product
support team at Kirby-Smith, and my goal is to keep them
empowered to go out and do what it takes to effectively
support our customers.”
Vice President of Customer Care, Tom Montgomery,
believes Marston will be an important asset to KirbySmith’s product support operations. “David has a great
feel for building and maintaining successful relationships,
including those with customers, employees, and vendors.
He brings a significant amount of knowledge and experience to this position, and I am impressed by his enthusiasm to make sure we are doing everything we can to
help our customers.” s

Featured DCA Member Web sites
InterCon Construction
www.intercon-const.com
With more than 30 years of experience, InterCon Construction has
become a leading energy-related utility contractor. A womanowned business, InterCon has developed expertise in all areas of
underground work, from gas and electric distribution and transmission
to horizontal directional drilling. They also design and construct
overhead electric infrastructure. The company credits their success to
performing work with integrity, and building strong, mutually beneficial
relationships with their customers.

RDO Equipment Co.
www.rdoequipment.com
RDO Equipment Co. owns and operates more than 75 dealerships
in 10 states, focused on agriculture, construction, environmental,
tree care, underground, and machine control, RDO Water, and sells
quality brands such as John Deere, Vermeer and more. In addition,
the company currently operates in several international partnerships,
including multiple locations in Russia, Ukraine, and Australia. When it
comes to agriculture and construction equipment, parts, and service,
RDO Equipment Co. offers everything your business needs.

JOBS
Bridgewell Mats
www.bridgewellresources.com/divisions/mats

DCA MEMBERS - SEND US YOUR NEWS!
DCA would love to publish your company news in upcoming issues of the DCA
newsletter and on the DCA web site. Please send news items, press releases,
images or videos to cgreen@dcaweb.org.

Contractors, project managers and construction supervisors in the
U.S. and Canada know Bridgewell as a name that can be trusted
for direct and immediate delivery of superior heavy equipment
mats, construction mats, road mats, timber mats, laminated mats,
composite mats and more. Not only is their product offering
complete, they have stringent requirements for quality and safety,
their logistics are second to none and they are well connected to
markets, which translates into value for our customers.

DCA NEWS is a bi-monthly publication of
Distribution Contractors Association
101 West Renner Road, Suite 460
Richardson, Texas 75082
972-680-0261
Fax: 972-680-0461
www.dcaweb.org

Robert G. Darden
Executive Vice President
Candace Green
Marketing & Communications Manager

